This paper proposes an alternative method for modeling stage-discharge relationships by accounting significant information from different process scales employing the multivariate empirical mode decomposition (MEMD). First, the multivariate dataset comprising the discharge of current time step and appropriate lagged inputs of stage and discharge are decomposed using MEMD. Then, genetic programming (GP)-based models are developed for each sub-series to predict discharge of current time step, considering the sub-series of predictors at the corresponding timescale as inputs. Finally, the predicted sub-series are recombined to obtain the discharge of current time step. The method is applied for the prediction of the daily discharge from Pattazhy station of Kallada River in the state of Kerala, India. Statistical evaluation based on different performance criteria revealed the substantial improvement in performance of the proposed MEMD-based hybrid model over the popular nonlinear models like GP and M5 model trees. The application of the method for three more stations Ayilam, Thumpamon and Malakkara falling in different rivers in southern Kerala confirmed the robustness of the approach even in handing zero values and extreme flows in addition to the overall improvement in predictability of daily streamflow. The superiority of the proposed method is attributed to its capability in handling multiple causative inputs and capturing significant information from different timescales common to these input variables.
Introduction
Measurement of flood discharges in rivers is a challenging task for the hydrologists. To overcome this challenge, hydrologists and researchers have been following mathematical modeling of river discharge by developing stage-discharge relationships. For the accurate estimation of discharge, time series analysis is used as a simple and widely accepted technique based on the inherent assumption that the lagged values of input variables fairly represent the factors deciding the fate of hydrologic variable of present time step. In most of the discharge prediction studies, the lagged discharge value alone or present and lagged values of river stage were used as potential inputs. However, the role of stage and discharge values in providing an understanding into the hydraulic behavior of river systems is different (Ghorbani et al. 2016) . Stage values in river hydraulics reflect local effects such as roughness, channel geomorphology and interactions between the main channel and floodplain flows, whereas discharge values provide an overview of general river hydraulics in terms of responsiveness and attenuation (Ghorbani et al. 2016) . Hence, it is more appropriate to consider both stage and discharge values in combination as promising inputs in modeling discharge. Due to the complexity of the problem of river flow prediction, the artificial intelligence techniques have gained wide attention in the prediction of discharge (Yazeen et al. 2015) . The appropriate combination of river stage and discharge of past time steps is used as inputs for modeling river flow in a time series perspective. The techniques such as artificial neural networks (ANNs), support vector machine (SVM), M5 model trees, fuzzy inference system /adaptive neuro-fuzzy infernece system (FIS/ANFIS) are used in popular tools for discharge predictions considering lagged stage and/or discharge values (Deka and Chandramouli 2003; Sudheer and Jain 2003; Sivapragasam and Muttil 2005; Bhattacharya and Solomatine 2005; Kisi and Cobaner 2009; Aggarwal et al. 2012; Al-Abadi 2016 , to name a few). Later on, the hybrid soft computing models based on wavelet transforms became popular for discharge prediction (Wei et al. 2012; Tiwari and Chatterjee 2011; Shiri and Kisi 2010; Seghal et al. 2014) . Empirical mode decomposition (EMD) proposed by Huang et al. (1998) is a data adaptive decomposition technique, which solves some of the challenging issues related to wavelet transforms such as fixation of most appropriate decomposition levels and selection of appropriate basis function. EMD-integrated data-driven methods are reported to be alternatives for improved predictions of discharge (Napolitano et al. 2011; Karthikeyan and Nagesh Kumar 2013; Huang et al. 2014; Zhu et al. 2016) . In most of the EMDbased hybrid models, first the decomposition of discharge time series is performed and it is followed by the predictions of sub-series considering the appropriate lagged values of sub-series as inputs. The final summation of the predicted series at different timescales will provide the discharge at the observation scale (e.g., daily or monthly). As the input variables possess multiscaling behavior, it is more appropriate to consider the potential predictors at each timescale. This may improve the modeling efforts of discharge, as the low and high flow modeling has of particular importance in hydrological applications. It is believed that identifying the most appropriate predictors and excluding the less contributing (less significant) components at different timescales may improve the accuracy of discharge predictions. Investigating in this direction, this paper proposes an alternative method for modeling discharge based on multivariate empirical mode decomposition (MEMD). Recently, few researchers used MEMD-based hybrid modeling for the simulation of soil water, rainfall and evapotranspiration (Hu and Si 2013; Adarsh and Janga Reddy 2017; .
The specific objectives of the paper are: (1) to propose a hybrid method for discharge prediction based on MEMD and genetic programming (GP); and (2) to compare the performance of the proposed method with that by the M5 model tree (MT) and GP methods for overall and extreme flow predictions.
Materials and methods
This section presents the theoretical background of different methods used in the study.
Empirical mode decomposition and multivariate extension
Empirical mode decomposition (EMD) is a signal decomposition method proposed by Huang et al. (1998) , which decomposes a time series signal into different oscillatory modes having specific periodicity in purely empirical and data adaptive manner.
The different steps involved in the process are:
1. Identify all extrema (maxima and minima) of the signal X(t) 2. Connect these maxima with any interpolation function (for example, cubic spline) to construct an upper envelope (E max (t)); use the same procedure for minima to construct a lower envelope (E min (t)) 3. Compute the mean of the upper and lower envelope, m(t) 4. Calculate the difference time series d(t) = X(t) − m(t) 5. Let d(t) be the new signal and repeat steps (1)-(4) until d(t) becomes a zero-mean series with no riding waves (i.e., there are no negative local maxima and positive local minima) with smoothened amplitudes. Such an oscillatory signal is called an intrinsic mode function (IMF). To satisfy this step, an appropriate criterion is to be applied in the evolution of an IMF and the modified Cauchy-type stopping criterion is one of the popular ones (Huang and Wu 2008) . 6. On satisfying the zero-mean condition, d(t) can be designated as the first intrinsic mode function IMF1 7. Compute the residue R 1 (t) by subtracting IMF1 from original signal (i.e., R1(t) = X(t) − IMF1(t) is used as new signal. The iterations (so-called sifting) are to be repeated upon this signal to obtain IMF2. 8. The higher oscillatory modes are obtained by treating the residue (R k (t)) as the signal (X(t)), iteratively.
The kth residue is defined as
The process will be continued till the resulting residue is a monotonic function or a function having only one extrema. The final component is called 'Residue' which indicates the long term inherent trend within the time series.
Multivariate EMD method proposed by Rehman and Mandic (2010) is an extension of the traditional EMD, which decomposes multiple time series simultaneously after identifying the common scales inherent in different time series of concern. In this method, multiple envelops are produced by taking projections of multiple inputs along different directions in an m-dimensional space. Assuming V(t) = v 1 (t), v 2 (t) … v m (t) being the m vectors as a function of time t and
in a direction set X (k = 1, 2, 3, … K, K is the total number of direction). It can be noted that the
rotational modes appear as the counterparts of the oscillatory modes in EMD. ) ] to obtain multivariate envelop curves e k (t) for all k 5. The mean of envelope curves (M(t)) is calculated by
fulfills the stoppage criterion for a multivariate IMF, apply the above procedure from step (1) onward upon the residue series (i.e., V(t) − D(t)). Otherwise, repeat the steps from (2) onward upon the series D(t).
Hammersley sampling sequence can be used for the generation of direction vectors, and the Cauchy-type stoppage criteria reported in the literature (Huang and Wu 2008; Huang et al. 2016) can be used in the implementation of MEMD.
In the present study MEMD is invoked for simultaneous decomposition of multivariate datasets required for developing the regression model. The proposed methodology involves the following steps:
1. Decompose the multivariate dataset comprising discharge at current time step and the lagged inputs using MEMD to obtain different orthogonal modes (subseries) called intrinsic mode functions (IMFs), each with specific timescale of variability 2. Build genetic programming models to predict each mode as a function of the corresponding mode of different input variables 3. Predict the modes of discharge (at current time step) at different timescales by the refined models 4. Combine the predicted modes to obtain the predicted discharge at observation scale The above built model is designated as MEMD-GP model in this paper. The MEMD-GP model takes general form and where OM denotes an orthogonal mode (an IMF or the final component namely the residue), M is the total number of decomposed modes, NP is the number of predictor variables, PV is the predictor variable, r i is the regression coefficient, and Q is the discharge. The concept of multivariate dataset Fig. 1 Concept of multivariate dataset in MEMD, comprising of four inputs (Q t , S t , S t−1 and Q t−1 ). Here Q t and S t are discharge and stage of current time step, respectively; Q t−1 and S t−1 are lag-1 discharge and stage values is depicted in Fig. 1 , and the flowchart of proposed method is provided in Fig. 2 .
Brief theoretical background of GP and M5 model tree is presented in the following subsections.
Genetic programming (GP)
Genetic programming (GP) proposed by Koza (1992) is an automatic programming technique for evolving computer programs to approximately solve different type of optimization or regression problems. The basic principle of GP lies in optimization, which can also be effectively applied for genetic symbolic regression (GSR). In the traditional numerical regression, one predetermines the functional form (like linear, polynomial, exponential) and the task to determine the coefficients is involved. GSR involves finding a mathematical expression in symbolic form relating finite values of set of independent variables (x i ) and a set of dependent variables (y i ). Like other evolutionary algorithms, the solution is started with a random set of population. The solution set in each iteration is collectively called as generation. The subsequent generations are formed through genetic operations such as 'mutation' and 'crossover.' Each possible solution set can be visualized as a 'parse tree.' A parse tree is built up from a terminal set (the independent variables and constants in the problem) and a function set (the basic operators used to form the function like +, −, /,*, log). As the new solution evolves through basic genetic operations, this solution set replaces the previous set and are supposed to be perform better. The solution set in a population associated with the 'best fit' individuals will be reproduced more often than the less fit solution sets. The 'fitness' is a measure of how closely the population will solve the problem. The above-stated fitness-based betterment of the solution can be termed as Darwin's principle of 'survival of the fittest. ' The basic procedure of GP can be summarized as follows:
1. Generate the set of initial population 2. Evaluate the parse tree and assign the fitness 3. Form temporary population by selecting candidates according to their fitness. This temporary population is called as 'mating pool.' Candidates with higher fitness are given as greater probability to mate, to produce children or offspring. 4. Choose pairs of parse trees from the temporary mating pool randomly for mating and apply the genetic operator called crossover. Crossover is the exchange of genetic material (such as fitness between two selected candidates. 5. Select a crossover site where the material will be exchanged randomly thereby resulting in the creation of an offspring 6. Apply another genetic operator called as 'mutation' which randomly changes the genetic information of a candidate. 7. Copy the resulting chromosome into the new population 8. Evaluate the performance of new population ; var1, var2, … varMvariables 9. Steps 3 to 8 are to be repeated until a pre-specified termination criterion is reached.
M5 model tree
Model tree is a machine-learning technique proposed by Quinlan (1992) which combines the features of classification and regression. The algorithm splits the parameter space into sub-areas and builds a linear regression model in each of them. So, they are analogous to piecewise linear functions. The splitting in the MT follows the idea of a decision tree, but instead of class labels, it has linear regression functions at the leaves. The splitting criterion is used to determine which attribute is the best to split the portion T (set of examples that reach the node) of the training data that reaches a particular node. It is based on treating the standard deviation of the class values in T as measure of the error at that node, and calculating the expected error as a result of testing each attribute at that node. The formula to compute the standard deviation reduction (SDR) is where T = set of examples that reach the node; T i = subset of examples that have the ith outcome of the potential set; and sd = standard deviation. The variant of model tree which uses SDR as the splitting criteria is called as M5 model tree. When a model tree is used to predict the value for a test instance, the tree is followed down to a leaf in the normal way, using the instances attribute values to make the routing decisions at each node. The leaf will contain a linear model based on some of the attribute values, and is evaluated for the test instance to yield a raw predicted value. After the initial tree has grown, there are several steps that have to be taken, such as calculation of error estimates, generation of linear models, simplification of linear models and pruning and smoothing. Once the linear model is in place for each interior node, the tree is pruned back from the leaves so
long as the expected estimated error decreases. Smoothing is a process used to compensate for the sharp discontinuities that will inevitably occur between adjacent linear models at the leaves of the pruned trees. More details on the smoothing and pruning operations can be algorithm can be found elsewhere (Witten et al. 2005; Jothiprakash and Kote 2011) .
Study area and database
The Fig. 3 . 
Results and discussion
Lagged time series values of discharge and stage are the integral effect of different factors influencing with river flow, and on accounting the fact, the lagged values of discharge and stage are considered as inputs to model the discharge at the current time step. Considering different combinations of inputs (considering a maximum of 2-day lag), 10 models are prepared in this study, which are listed in Table 2 . A typical model with current time step stage, previous two lagged values of stage and two lagged values of discharge can be represented in the following form:
All the inputs and output together will constitute the multivariate dataset for preparing the MEMD-GP model. The decomposition process should be employed in such a way Fig. 3 Map of the four hydrologic observation stations. Source: www.india -wris.nrsc. gov that it should not lead to over-iteration and over-decomposition, for which certain threshold parameters are used to control the magnitude of fluctuations of the series and the number of sifting iterations (Rilling et al. 2003) . The lower and upper threshold parameters min and max evaluate the relative magnitude of amplitude of the mean in comparison with the amplitude of the corresponding modes. The upper and lower bounds of control parameters of MEMD are fixed as 0.075 and 0.75 and the fraction which controls sifting iterations is taken as 0.5, following the past studies (Rilling et al. 2003; Hu and Si 2013) . The decomposition resulted in 10-11 orthogonal modes for the dataset of Pattazhy station. This decomposition can be considered to be accurate (i.e., not subjected to over-decomposition), as the maximum expected number of modes is log2(N), N is the data length. Then the GP models are prepared by considering the orthogonal mode of discharge (at a particular timescale) at current time step as dependent variable and orthogonal modes of lagged value of predictors at the same scale as independent variables. For different models, the less significant variables (whose regression coefficients are zero) are summarized in Table 2 . In Models 2, 5 and 9, all variables are included in the modeling at all timescales.
Finally, the summation of all predicted modes is used to rebuild the discharge at current time step. The GP models prepared at different timescales are used to predict the discharge of validation period (2011) (2012) (2013) . The discharge predictions for calibration data and validation data were also made using GP (a purely nonlinear method) and M5 model tree (a semi-nonlinear method) methods for comparison of the results. The performance of the proposed method is compared using the most popular performance evaluation measures of correlation coefficient (R) and root mean square error (RMSE) and formulae of computation of these statistics are available elsewhere (Napolitano et al. 2011 ). The time series plots and scatter plots of predictions by all the three methods (for the best performing model, Model 10) are presented in Fig. 4 .
Performance statistics of prediction of daily streamflow of Pattazhy station by the ten models is provided in Table 3 . From Table 3 , it is noted that the models which consider both stage and discharge and with more than two variables show better predictive capabilities (Models 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, etc.) . Here in all such cases, the MEMD-GP model results in better prediction (with less RMSE and high R value for validation datasets) when compared with MT and GP models. From Table 3 , it can also be noted that on considering the stage alone as input, performance of predictions is found to be poor in both cases (Model 3 and Model 7). It can be noted that overall predictions made by GP or MT found to be better than the hybrid MEMD-GP model in such cases. It is quite anticipated as the scale separation is not helpful when the stage and its lagged value alone are considered as input. It is noticed that the performance measures of Model 10 (the combination with current time stage, stages of two time lags, discharge with two time lags) are performing best than any other combination model considered in this study. Here there is an improvement of 48% in the RMSE statistics of predictions by MEMD-GP model when compared with that by GP model for the validation set (RMSE of 3.26 and 6.18, respectively, for MEMD-GP and the GP model) Similarly, the three different methods (MEMD-GP, GP and MT) were invoked again for the prediction of daily discharge of Ayilam, Malakkara and Thumpamon stations considering the 10 different input combinations. The sensitivity analysis of different input combinations revealed that the model with current and lag-1 time stage and two previous discharge values Q t = f (S t , Q t−1 , Q t−2 , S t−1 ) is found to be performing best among the ten models investigated in this study. The results of the performance measures of daily discharge predictions of the three stations by different methods are summarized in Table 4 . Further, time series plots and scatter plots of predictions are provided in Figs. 5, 6 and 7, respectively, for Ayilam, Malakkara and Thumpamon stations. Figure 8 presents the developed stage discharge curves of different stations. It is worth mentioning that in the hybrid MEMD-GP models as scale separation and different models for different timescales (the predictions of which are recombined later) a unique single expression connecting discharge of current time step with the lagged stage or discharge values are not expressible.
On handling the daily datasets of perennial rivers, it is quite logical to expect consecutive zero discharge values and it will have significant impact on the relationships. In the selected stations of Pattazhy, no zero discharges are station performs better (RMSE of 3.26 for validation data) when compared with that of other stations (RMSE values of 4.55, 13.7 and 4.15 for validation data of Ayilam, Malakkara and Thumpamon stations). However, it is consistent that in even these three stations, MEMD-GP hybrid method performed well when compared with traditional GP or model tree approaches. For example, at Ayilam station (with 60% zero values for validation data), the MEMD-GP model results displayed an RMSE of 4.55 against the RMSE of GP and model tree-based results (6.12 and 10, respectively). Identical observations can be made for other stations also, and hence, it can be concluded that the proposed MEMD-GP model gets influenced least by the presence of zero discharges-a typical characteristics of daily discharge datasets of perennial rivers, when compared with the GP or model tree approaches. Similar to the presence of the zero discharges, extreme high flows also may be present in daily discharge datasets of tropical river basins in India. For obtaining a better understanding on the quality of the predictions, the datasets are split into high, low and medium and the predictions were examined for two stations of distinctly different charactersPattazhy and Ayilam. For these stations, the discharge values exceeding (mean + standard deviation) are categorized as high flow, those values less than 'mean' are classified as low flows, and the rest are considered as medium flow. The correlation coefficients and RMSE of the segregated datasets are computed and presented in Table 5 . The results in Table 5 also show that the extreme flows are best captured best by the MEMD-GP method when compared with GP method and more inconsistencies for the M5 model treebased approach. MEMD method is capable to provide a equal number of modes for different time series of a multivariate dataset, which is highly advantageous and convenient in building the separate regression models at different timescales in regression modeling. Thus, it facilitates the inclusion of multiple causal inputs in regression modeling, which makes the MEMD a superior alternative over the classical EMD. Decomposition into oscillatory modes makes it possible to analyze the contributions in different timescales separately, and this may be the reason for better performance of the proposed method on considering datasets of distinctly different characteristics. The results of this study show that the model is able to capture the high and low flow states satisfactorily in rivers of two distinctly different data characteristics (Pattazhy and Ayilam, in the former it is with no zero discharge values, while in the latter it is with many zero values). It is to be noted that the methodology proposed in this paper being general one, it can be applied for developing stage-discharge relationships in any river irrespective of their origin and water flow considering any set of input combinations. The time series methods of discharge prediction are framed on the basic assumption that the governing physical processes are embedded in the time series itself and more input variables can be included in the modeling, if they are found to be influential. The proposed multivariate framework is flexible in including more causal variables (such as rainfall) as input as and when required for modeling daily discharge. Also, the proposed methodology can be adopted for real-time discharge predictions by using adaptive variants of the proposed hybrid model (Tan et al. 2018) . In short, it is evident that the hybrid modeling approach involving MEMD and GP is a robust alternative for modeling stage-discharge relationships of rivers of distinctly different characteristics by accounting multiple causal variables.
Conclusions
This study proposed a new hybrid modeling framework for developing stage-discharge relationships by utilizing the scaling property of causal variables. The proposed method employed multivariate empirical mode decomposition (MEMD) for the decomposition of multivariate dataset, and then separate models are developed to predict the components of discharge at different process scales using the genetic programming (GP) method. The proposed method is demonstrated by applying it for developing stage-discharge relationships at four different locations in Southern Kerala, India. Major conclusions drawn from this study are:
• MEMD-GP coupled model displayed superior performance when compared with conventional GP and M5 model tree in establishing stage-discharge relationships owing to its ability to account the contributions of different input variables from different process scales • As the ratio of number of stage parameters to discharge parameters in the inputs increases, the models show poor performance, which is particularly evident in datasets with more zero values • Zero discharge values affect the performance of stagedischarge models, and it has least influence in case of MEMD-GP model when compared with traditional M5 model tree or GP based models. This is evident from the results of Ayilam station with 60% zero discharge values.
• The method displayed better performance in capturing extreme low flows and high flows when applied to the datasets of Pattazhy and Ayilam stations, where the discharge characteristics of the corresponding rivers are distinctly different • The framework proposed in this study is general; it can be applied for developing stage-discharge relationships of any river irrespective of their origin, geography and discharge characteristics, considering any set of input combinations.
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